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Expedition Name
Luʻuaeahikiikapapakū Luʻu a ea, a-hiki-i-ka-papakū (recorded pronunciation)
This expedition name was created and granted by the PMNM Native Hawaiian Cultural Working
Group nomenclature committee and will be the name used in all written reports and outreach for
the expedition. All participants will be involved in learning the oli (chant) describing the
progression of exploration and shared knowledge through OET’s expeditions in PMNM. Read
the oli and overview of the naming process here.

This name represents the journey to and the work in the papakū, or the ocean floor, which
includes surveying and mapping seamounts, and investigating macro-biology and deep-sea
rocks in the Wentworth Seamounts. Because corals will be a main focus on this expedition,
using the term papakū, the area where corals are found, continues to expand upon the idea of
the Kumulipo referenced in the name of the October 2021 expedition. As the Kumulipo tells us,
corals are the first to be born, and one of our oldest living ancestors.

Cruise Summary
This expedition will involve mapping of, and ROV dives on, unexplored seamounts located in a
poorly explored "expansion" area of the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument
(PMNM).  The lineation of these seamounts suggests that they could represent a previously
unrecognized southernmost extent of the Wentworth seamounts, a small chain of Cretaceous
"hotspot" or "mid-plate" volcanoes that originate from the Hess Rise located north of PMNM.
The objectives of this cruise are to 1) survey these seamounts, mapping those that have not
been previously mapped; 2) collect rock samples from as many of these seamounts as possible
to determine their ages and whether they did indeed form from the same mantle plume as the
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more northern Wentworth (NW) Seamounts; 3) document the biological communities that
presently live on these seamounts, looking in particular for high density coral and sponge
communities similar to those previously discovered in the Musicians Seamounts and on a
number of banks within PMNM; 4) collect macro-biological specimens that are potential new
species or new records of species for PMNM; 5) determine microbial ecosystem services and
mineral content of the rocks to examine microbe-mineral interactions in ferromanganese crust
formation; and 6) collect water samples to support an environmental DNA (eDNA) study in the
monument that began in 2018 during Nautilus expedition NA101.

Background

The Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument (PMNM) was created by President
George Bush in 2006 and subsequently expanded in 2016 by President Barack Obama.  The
monument now encompasses 1,508,870 km2 making it the largest marine contiguous protected
area in the US.  Deep water research has been conducted in the monument for decades, first
with the Pisces submersibles and RCV-150 ROV operated by the University of Hawaii's
Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL).  In 2014, the Schmidt Ocean Institute (SOI) conducted
two 36-day cruises using the R/V Falkor that extensively mapped the banks, atolls, and
seamounts in the northern half of the monument between Gardner Pinnacles and Academician
Berg (Kelley et al., 2015).  In 2015-2016, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Office of Ocean Exploration and Research (OER) conducted two mapping and ROV
cruises in PMNM discovering both new seamounts and new species (Kelley et al., 2016,
Wagner et al., 2017). Almost all of this research took place within 50 nm of the banks and atolls
forming the core features of PMNM since the expansion of the boundaries out to the 200 nm US
EEZ took place less than 5 years ago. As a result, the area between the original boundaries and
the current boundaries: the "expansion area", is the most poorly explored part of the monument.

Geological Origins on PMNM Seamounts
The original 50 nm boundaries of PMNM were focused exclusively on the various emergent and
submerged features of the Hawaiian Ridge up to Academician Berg seamount. However, the
expansion of the boundaries to 200 nm in 2016 enclosed and added to the monument many
“off-ridge” features whose origins are not known. In 2018 during E/V Nautilus expedition NA101,
OET investigated 10 of these features suspected of originating 12-14 Ma by the unusual
process of arch volcanism (Kelley et al., 2019).  Pūhāhonu has been dated to 12-14 Ma (Garcia
et al., 2020) and if these 10 seamounts were created from arch volcanism, their ages should be
approximately the same. However, recent dating of rocks collected from these seamounts has
disproved this hypothesis, finding instead that their origin dates back to approximately 85 Ma
(Sotomayor et. al., in prep).  This is consistent with the belief that most of the off-ridge features
now within PMNM formed 60-90 Ma old, originating well before the Hawaiian plume (i.e.
“hotspot”) created  the volcanoes along the Hawaiian ridge. Among these off-ridge features in
the expansion area are currently unnamed seamounts believed to be part of the Wentworth
seamount chain that appears to have originated from the Hess Rise between 86-100 Ma during
the late Cretaceous (Pringle & Dalrymple 1993). The age progression of this poorly defined
seamount chain was identified by dating dredge samples from 1) Hess Rise (92-100 Ma), 2) an
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un-named seamount southwest of Hess Rise (94 Ma), Wentworth Seamount located just
northeast of Hōlanikū or Kure Atoll ((90 Ma), and Castellano Seamount (86 Ma) south of the
Hawaiian Ridge where the volcanism is believed to have terminated. One potential problem with
the hypothesis is the location of Castellano seamount, which does not line up that well with the
other seamounts in this chain.

Kelley et al (2015) reported the discovery of a "composite" seamount in the middle of the
Hawaiian ridge created by the eruption of a Hawaiian volcano up through the northern extent of
an older Cretaceous volcano. The existence and location of this unusual feature, now named
Schmidt Seamount, suggests the older section of this seamount could be an unrecognized part
of the Wentworth chain. A line drawn from the northern Wentworth seamounts through Schmidt
seamount to the other side of the Hawaiian Ridge reaches a group of unexplored, un-dredged,
off-ridge seamounts south of Pioneer and Northampton (Figure 1). This line is a better fit to the
Pacific rotation pole arc running through the northernmost Wentworth seamounts and is parallel
to the lineation of the Musicians seamount chain, the right fork of the Liliʻuokalani chain, and the
Line Islands chain (not shown in figure), all of which are believed to have formed during the late
Cretaceous. We therefore propose that these unexplored seamounts, rather than Castellano
seamount, represent the southern extension of the Wentworth chain. Surveying and obtaining
rock samples from these unexplored seamounts to test this hypothesis is a major objective of
this expedition (Figures 2 & 3).

Deep-Sea Ecosystems
Understanding and protecting the natural ecosystems of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands is a
primary goal of the Monument. While the marine species from shallow waters are relatively well
surveyed, the biological communities from the deeper seamounts are largely unexplored. Of
particular conservation interest are high-density deep-sea coral and sponge communities
(Parrish et al. 2017).  Like shallow coral reefs, these habitats represent hot-spots of biological
diversity. Prior to 2015, almost no biological surveys were conducted in the region deeper than
2000 m. Subsequent deeper surveys unexpectedly revealed the highest number of such
high-density communities at depths between 1800-2400 m, mostly on seamount ridges.  Such
communities were uncommon between 600-1800 m and not observed deeper than 2800 m.
Most, if not all, of the deeper communities had a mix of both new and well-known coral and
sponge species. Although species occurrences overlapped among different communities, each
community had its own unique composition and supported a very large number of associated
invertebrates.

The seamount group to be explored on this cruise is located just south of Pioneer Bank and
Northampton Seamounts, 2 locations in the monument where extensive high-density deep-sea
coral and sponge communities were recently discovered (Fig. 4, Kelley et al., 2016).  Locating,
characterizing, and understanding the distribution of these communities are of particular interest
to Monument managers, the NOAA Deep Sea Coral Research and Technology Program
(DSCRTP), as well as other researchers. Ten new coral species have already been described in
just the last five years from the exploration of the region’s deeper seamounts, and new, targeted
collections will improve our understanding of the Monument’s biodiversity. Extensive
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high-density communities are not widespread, have considerable species diversity and
abundance, and form on Mn crust substrate and at depths that may be targeted in nearby
international waters by the newly emerging deep-sea mining industry. Increasing our knowledge
of Mn-crust communities was a major contribution from the recently completed OER Capstone
project as well as OET's NA101 Nautilus cruise in 2018 (e.g. Kennedy et al. 2019; Kelley et al.,
2019).  This is just a start at better understanding these amazing communities and finding more
to increase our knowledge of how and where they form is the second major objective of this
cruise.

Microbial Services
Considering the presumed Cretaceous age of the Wentworth chain seamounts, it is expected
that relatively thick ferromanganese crusts have formed on exposed rock surfaces, particularly
on the flanks of the seamounts where sedimentation is minimized. These crusts may have a
high critical mineral content. Moreover, some of the seamounts intersect with oxygen minimum
zones in the water column, which may also favor phosphatization within the mineral crusts.
Microbial communities residing on and within these crusts and rocks may provide important
ecosystem services to seamount ecosystems, but the extent of these services is poorly known
globally. Such services could include the provisioning, regulating, and supporting services of
primary production (providing a food source), nutrient and metal cycling, and marine genetic
resources. Rock samples will be collected to determine the mineral content and microbial
ecosystem services within these habitats, supplemented by additional sampling of bottom water
to determine the overlap in microbial community structure between the rocks and the water that
bathes them. These water samples will also be leveraged for broader eDNA studies. This work
will not only inform the ecosystem services within the protected PMNM, but also inform baseline
conditions for potential resource use from seamounts of the Wentworth chain in international
waters outside of the PMNM. The sampling for this aspect of the project is described in
Appendix A.

Equipment and Facilities
ROVs Hercules & Argus, EM302 multibeam echosounder, sub-bottom profiler

Permit Information
OET will receive a permit from PMNM prior to this expedition. We have tentatively been
assigned permit number PMNM-2021-21.

Cruise Targets
Table 1. Locations of Targets
Dive Location/Name Lat Long

ROV01 Seamount A 22.06484371 -171.54763255

ROV02 Haaheo Seamount 24.82788093 -172.75054786
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ROV03 Haaheo Seamount 24.53287049 -172.75918371

ROV04 Don Quixote Seamount SE 24.55305989 -173.32588215

ROV05 Don Quixote Seamount 24.85848269 -173.75627260

ROV06 Don Quixote Seamount 24.81962982 -173.89613879

ROV07 W Don Quixote Seamount 24.58164251 -173.97383990

ROV08 Euphemia Seamount 24.32247512 -173.78132136

ROV09 Sovereign Seamount 24.33206296 -173.11662064

ROV10 Tamana Seamount 24.02284223 -172.98146776

ROV11 S Tamana Seamount 23.82679877 -172.81952639

ROV12 Paul Seamount 23.47136335 -172.56299717

ROV13 Starling Seamount 22.98177462 -172.43686492

ROV14 Hooikaika Seamount 22.32619329 -171.81566359
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Figures

Figure 1 Dredge samples (black dots) and Late Cretaceous seamount chains shown as black
dots Wentworth chain as described in Pringle & Dalrymple (1993), red: our proposed Wentworth
chain, and pink: Liliuokalani and Musicians chains. The monument expansion area is located
between the original 50 nm boundary shown in yellow and the expanded 200 nm boundary
shown in white.
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Figure 2 Un-Named seamounts south of Pioneer and Northampton targeted by this cruise. All
but one are located in the PMNM "expansion area" between the original 50 nm boundary
(yellow) and the new boundary at the 200 nm US EEZ (white).
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Figure 3 Tentative dive schedule for the expedition
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Figure 4 High density coral and sponge community discovered on the crest of Pioneer Bank.

Cruise Itinerary
13 November - mobilization of science party at Pier 35 in Honolulu, Hawaii
14 November - Nautilus departs for cruise targets in the western PMNM.
15-17 November - Transit continues to expedition targets
18 Nov - 1 Dec - ROV dives on targets in PMNM.
2 December - Nautilus begins return transit to port.
3-5 December - Transit continues to port
6 December - Nautilus returns to port and demobilization beings

Tentative Watch Schedule
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Takahashi

List of Participants

Name (First Last) Role on expedition Affiliation

Emil Petruncio Expedition Leader OET contractor

Chris Kelley Lead Scientist University of Hawaii, emeritus

Beth Orcutt Lead Scientist Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean
Sciences

Andrea Balbas Supporting Scientist California State University
Long Beach

Steve Auscavitch Science Manager OET contractor

Sarah Bremmer Data Logger OET contractor

Kainalu Steward Ocean Science Intern University of Hawaiʻi, Hilo

Renato Kane Lead Navigator/Mapper OET contractor

Erin Heffron Navigator/Mapper OET contractor

Kate Von Krusenstiern Navigator/Mapper OET contractor

John Smith Mapping Coordinator University of Hawaii

Jeff Dennerline Lead Video Engineer OET contractor

Stephen Matter Video Engineer OET contractor

Erin Ranney Video Engineer OET contractor

Trevor Shepherd ROV Engineer/Hercules OET contractor

Daniel Cormany ROV Engineer/Hercules OET contractor

Jessica Sandoval ROV Engineer/Hercules OET contractor

Antonella Wilby ROV Engineer/Argus OET contractor

Gabrielle Inglis ROV Engineer/Argus OET contractor
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Jacob Bonney ROV Engineer/Argus OET contractor

Mark Deroche Deck Chief OET contractor

Justin Lowe Data Engineer OET contractor

Kelly Moran Communications Lead OET staff

Kalamaʻehu Holden
Takahashi

Ship to Shore ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi
(Hawaiian Language) Liaison and
Educational Support

University of Hawaiʻi at
Mānoa/University of Hawaiʻi
Maui College

Andy Collins Guest Educator, Permit
representative

Papāhanaumokuākea Marine
National Monument

Lindsay Holladay Van
Damme

Lead Science Communication
Fellow

Foundry10

Kimberly Weaver Science Communication Fellow Olympic Educational Service
District 114

Afrodita Fuentes Science Communication Fellow West Adams Prep High School /
LAUSD
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